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Abstract 

This research project investigates the African-wild-dog Theory as postulated by Dr. Marvin 

Washington and Mr. Stephen Hacker in their article, Âevî  Directions in Team Effectiveness: 

Lessons from the Wild Dogs of Africa. They h>'pothesized that Shared Leadership. Shared 

Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills enhance the effectiveness of work groups, with 

respect to their performance (Washington and Hacker, 2002). They suggested that these 

performance-enhancing characteristics as identified in the African wild dogs explain why the 

African wild dogs, as predators, achieve more success than other predators in the animal 

kingdom. The researchers fiirther suggested that the African-wild-dog-concept could be 

transferred to human work groups considering the fact that they, as hunters, constitute w ork 

groups as it is known in humans. They offered four distinct propositions to buttress their 

claims, and thereby set the parameters necessan.' for a research study. 

In order to conduct this research study, the propositions as postulated by Washington and 

Hacker are transformed into hypotheses, which eventually were translated into models for the 

purpose of analytical testing; a questionnaire is designed and administered to a sample 

population made up of 111 student work groups; the data collected from the sample 

population are analyzed using STATA statistical software; and the results are interpreted. 

424 undergraduate business seniors who enrolled in a capstone course. Strategic 

Management, at Texas Tech University constitute the sample population for this research 



study. Besides the lectures, the students, in groups of three to five, are required to participate 

in an airline business simulation exercise. Their performance in this exercise is directly 

reflected in profit they make as a group at the end of the exercise. A group is declared 

successful if it makes a profit of 5665,000.00 or more. 

The logical expectation—to prove the propositions advanced by Washington and Hacker—is 

that the higher the presence of the performance-enhancing characteristics in the student work 

groups, the more successful the student work groups would be; on the other hand, the lower 

the presence of the performance-enhancing characteristics in the students work groups, the 

less successful the student work groups would be. 

The findings suggest that three of the four propositions are true, and one of them lacks 

support. In a nutshell, three of the four African wild dog performance-enhancing 

characteristics as identified by Washington and Hacker—Shared Vision, Tenacity, and 

Individual Skills—truly do enhance performance in human work groups as proposed, but the 

suggestion that Shared Leadership could enhance performance in human work teams is not 

supported by the findings. 

Given the fact that this research study has no precedent, it would be worthwhile to conduct it 

again using a sample population made up of employees from group-oriented organizations as 

opposed to the student work groups used in this study. That will be the most logical follow-

up step to fiirther validate this amazing discovery. 
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Introduction 

This introductory section basically defines the premises on which this research project is 

based. The basic elements of the research study described or defined in this section of the 

report include the following: the research project, the origin of the wild dog concept and its 

development, the research procedure, the research study definition, the hunting 

characteristics of predators, and the work groups—animal and human. 

Research Project Definition 
With the approval Dr. Washington and the Honors College of Texas Tech University, I chose 

to conduct the research study to partially meet the Honors College requirement for the degree 

designation of "Highest Honors." Two PhDs in the persons of Dr. Washington and Dr. 

Robert Giambatista contributed immensely to this research project in the capacity of a 

mentor and a reviewer respectively as required by the Honors College. 

Under the invaluable supervision of mentor and a reviewer, I took the four propositions of 

the African wild dog concept and converted them into four hypotheses; I designed a survey 

instrument for the collection of data fi-om the chosen sample population; I conducted a pre

test survey and an actual survey for the purpose of collecting a reliable set of data; I coded 

the data; and finally, I wrote this report. I received a lot of help fi-om my mentor in the area of 

data analyses and their results interpretations. My reviewer was also of great help in the area 

of analyses results interpretation. 



The Origin of the African Wild Dogs Concept 
Together with his colleagues as consultants who are experts in other management related 

fields. Dr. Marvin Washington goes to Botswana every year as an Organizational Change 

expert. The purpose of these trips is to assist the Botswana govemment in improving the 

effectiveness of the top govemment employees: ministry and agency top management. 

In the middle of these trips, Washington and his colleagues were able to observe the 

behavioral tendencies among the interesting wildlife characters (predators) and interpret their 

observations in the language that makes the most sense to them: Effective Leadership. 

Among many other discoveries, they unbelievably observed the unsuspecting Aftican wild 

dogs to be the most effective hunters in the country. Further research even revealed them to 

be the most successful hunters in the world (McNutt and Briggs, 1996). Out of curiosity, 

Washington and his colleagues wondered why the African wild dogs would be more 

successfial hunters than the kings of the animal kingdom, the lions, or the fastest animals in 

the world, the cheetahs. It was then discovered that the Afiican Wild dogs possess a well-

coordinated combination of four major characteristics that are either absent or haphazardly 

coordinated among the lions and the cheetahs: Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity', 

and Individual Skills. 



Washington and one of his colleagues, Mr. Stephen Hacker thought it might be interesting to 

conduct research to ascertain if the above listed characteristics, which are presumably present 

in human work groups, could possibly produce the same results as well in human work 

groups as was found in the Afî ican wild dogs. Such thoughts lead them to coauthor a paper 

titled NcM- Directions in Team Effectiveness: Lessons from the Wild Dogs of Africa, which 

was intended to provide the bases for a research study. 

Research Procedure 

In their paper, Washington and Hacker made a concerted effort in their paper to establish the 

African wild dogs htmting group (pack) as a work group with a clearly defined task that is 

determined to accomplish a common goal. They implicitly went fiirther to argue that the 

Afiican wild dog concept could apply in humans They reasoned that a human work group 

that possesses the same African wild dog characteristics, has a well defined task, and shares a 

common goal among the work group members, should most likely achieve success in the 

world of humans with regard to achieving group and organizational goals as the African wild 

dogs do in their own world. 



In order to set up the stage for a research study, Washington and Hacker offered four 

propositions to buttress their argument. In the process of this research study, the four 

propositions were translated into hypotheses; a student sample population was adopted to 

formulate human work groups; the questionnaire was chosen as the best research method to 

collect data from the student respondents; and the statistical software, STATA was used to 

analyze the collected data. 

Research Studv Definition 

The Lions, the Cheetahs and the Afiican wild dogs are known to be very successful predators 

in terms of being able to charge and kill their prey, but which of these predators is more 

effective in terms of having food on their table at the end of the day? In spite of the fact that 

the Afiican wild dogs are smaller in body mass (size), appear less intimidating, and are 

slower in speed, they are the most successful predators as far as hunting down their prey and 

keeping it to themselves for food are concerned. 



According to McNutt and Briggs, Afiican wild dogs are successfiil in their hunting 

expeditions 70 to 80 percent of the time; Cheetahs are successful 30 percent of the time; and 

Lions are successfiil 20 to 30 percent of the time (1996). Why are African wild dogs so 

successfiil? Their strength lies in their social entity—the pack—in which lies the African 

wild dog performance-enhancing traits—Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and 

Individual Skills—as identified by Washington and Hacker. The four African wild dog 

characteristics listed above do enhance the effectiveness, performance, or success of the 

African wild dogs as predators. 

In the context of this report the words "characteristics" and "traits" will be interchangeably 

used as they are considered to con̂ •ey the same meaning. Moreover, a successfiil team is 

considered to be an effective team, and also to have high performance. Therefore, the 

concepts (successfiil team, effective team, and high performance team) phrases are 

interchangeably used. 

The primary purpose of this research project is to determine whether the high performance 

traits exhibited by the African wild dogs, as the most successfiil predators, which for the 

purpose of this research project are assumed to be present in human work groups, could 

possibly have the same effect on human work groups as it does has on packs. 

Based on the research conducted on African wild dogs by Washington and Hacker, they built 

a convincing case in their paper that the impeccable success of packs as effective animal 



work groups can be attributed to Shared leadership. Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual 

Skills. In order to determine whether human work groups, with these same high-performance 

characteristics could achieve equivalent success in the business world as business 

practitioners just like the packs achieve success in the animal kingdom as predators, four 

testable propositions, otherwise knouTi as constmcts, are postulated as follows (2002, 12 -

18). 

Proposition 1 
Teams that have Shared Leadership uill be more effective than teams that do not 

hare Shared Leadership. 

Proposition 2 
Tea?7is that have Shared Vision will be more effective than teams that do not have 

Shared Vision. 

Proposition 3 
Teams that have Tenacity will be more effective than teams that do not have Tenacity. 

Proposition 4 
Teams that have Individual Skills will be more effective than teams that do not have 

Individual Skills. 



The above stated propositions are examined in this research project by studying a group of 

senior students of the Business Administration College at Texas Tech University. In the 

context of this research, success is defined by how well the group is able to accomplish a task 

and thereby attain the primary goal. The task for the packs is to organize and execute a 

hunting expedition and their primary goal is to have food on their table (catch their prey and 

keep it to themselves for food) at the end of a hunting expedition. On the other hand, the task 

for the human work groups (student sample population split into groups) is to set up and run 

a business within the parameters of a simulated airline business exercise and their primary 

goal is to maximize profit (make 5665,000.00 or more) at the end of the simulafion exercise. 

See figure 1 and figure 2 below. 

Figure 1: The African wild dogs Concept 
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Figure 2: The Transfer of the African wild dogs Concept to Human Work Groups 
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A questionnaire is formulated to be used as an instrument to investigate the existence of the 

African wild dog success-enhancing characteristics in every work group of the student 

sample population and how much they enhance performance in the work groups. Questions 

were first formulated imder each proposition before they were put together to make up the 

questionnaire, which is subsequently administered to the work groups in the student sample 

population. The formulation of the questionnaire is further described in details in a 

subsequent section. Research Methods. 



Hunting Characteristics of Predators 

In order to have a better understanding of and better appreciate the African wild dogs concept 

as articulately postulated by Washington and Hacker in their paper, there is need to briefly 

describe a few predators, including the African wild dogs, in terms of their distinctive 

hunting features—the lions and the Cheetahs. 

The Lions 

Being a powerfully built muscular cat, the lion is characterized by its strength and its 

intimidating charisma in the animal kingdom. Lions live in organized social groups known as 

prides 

(http:A'www.now-india.com/general/wildpulse/wildpulse_cda/^great_cats/lion.asp). A pride 

consists of about 30 to 40 lions and lionesses. Though lionesses usually dominate a pride, 

number-wise, a lion heads it. Generally, lions are lazy and they also lack trust among 

themselves. These behavioral characteristics of lions adversely affect their success rate in 

hunting expeditions (Washington and Hacker, 2002: 7). However, hunting expeditions 

among prides are typically characterized by group effort. They hunt by ambushing their prey. 

Some of the hunting group members lay in wait; while the other group members simply 

chase the prey in the direction of their teammates in waiting. Though the lionesses do the 

hunting for the most part, the lions get to eat first. The lionesses get to eat after the lions, and 

the cubs come last. This explains the high mortality rate among the cubs. They die mostly of 

starvation 

Chttp://www.now-india.com '̂general/vvildpulse wildpulse cda/great cats/lion.asp). 

http://www.now-india.com/general/wildpulse/wildpulse_cda/%5egreat_cats/lion.asp
http://www.now-india.com%5e'general/vvildpulse


The Cheetahs 

The cheetah is disfinguished by its amazing ability to accelerate its speed within a very short 

period of time. Built for speed, the cheetah has a long streamlined body and thin but powerfiil 

legs, which endow it with great speed in a chase. Its paws are narrow and hard padded. They 

have slightly retractable claws that offer the cat extra grip in its high-speed pursuits 

(http:'/ww^w^now-india.com/general.̂ vlldDulse/wi]dpulse cda/great cats/cheetah.asp). The 

cheetah "can accelerate fi-om zero to 40 miles per hour in three strides and to ftill speed of 70 

miles per hour in a few seconds" (Washington and Hacker, 2002: 7). A fiilly-grown cheetah 

can reach speeds in excess of 95 km/h and can easily outrun any animal over short distances. 

More often than not the cheetah brings down its prey on the first attempt. The problem with 

the cheetah is that it hunts alone for the most part. Once the kill has been made, the cheetah 

pauses to regain its strength before eating. This need to rest usually costs the cheetah its 

bounty. Packs of hyenas and or other scavengers are always around the comer to steal from 

the cheetah. Being very fired from its high-speed chase of its prey, the cheetah is usually 

unable to ward off the otherwise weaker predators from stealing its hard eamed food 

(http://ww^w^now-india•Com/'general'wildpulse;wildpulse_cda/great cats/cheetah.asp). 
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The African Wild Dogs (Lycaon Pictus) 
The Afiican wild dogs are gregarious; and they live in groups known as packs. A pack 

comprising of males, females, and baby wild dogs (pups), ranges from ten to 40 Afiican wild 

dogs. A pack of Afiican wild dogs usually has a dominant male and a dominant female for 

breeding purposes. Otherwise, hierarchy is almost nonexistent in a pack 

(http: v\\\A\.safaricamlive.comEncvclopediaiTiammals/Wild%20Dogs/\\ ild_doglmain.htm). 

Afiican wild dogs have proven to be the most efficient predators. With a record of 70 to 80 

percent success in their hunting expeditions, the African wild dogs have the highest kill ratio 

in the world of predators (http://globalcrossing.net/-brendel/'lion.html). In contrast to the 

lions and the cheetahs, the African wild dogs are known to be trusting and loyal to each 

other. For example, the young, strong, and more capable African wild dogs usually feed the 

baby, the old, the sick, and the less capable African wild dogs in a pack. 

The most experienced male in the pack usually leads a hunting expedition. The African wild 

dogs jump up on their hind legs for a better view when hunting for a prey; when they spot a 

prey, they drop their heads so as to appear unthreatening to the prey. Though the lions appear 

to be more infimidating and threatening in the animal kingdom, the Afiican wild dogs are 

considered to be ruthless and cruel killers and they kill quicker than the lions 

Chttp://www.safaricamlive.com/Encvclopedia/mammals/Wild%20Dogs/wild doglmain.htm). 
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African Wild Dog Work Groups 

African wild dogs live and work in social groups known as packs. Their life cycle is mainly 

characterized by breeding—for continuity— and hunting down their prey for food. Even 

though they are not equally allowed to breed—the dominant male and female of the pack are 

responsible for the breeding—they are naturally compelled to participate in hunting 

expeditions as pack members. The ability of the African wild dogs to work as a group defines 

and explains their unprecedented success as predators in the animal kingdom. Washington 

and Hacker identified four distincti\'e characteristics they believe are responsible for their 

phenomenal success in the entire animal kingdom as predators: Shared Leadership, Shared 

Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills (2002, 8). 

Shared Leadership 

WTiile on a hunting expedition, the African wild dogs share the leadership role among 

themselves. As observed and claimed by McNutt and Boggs, African wild dogs have no 

hierarchical structure in their social entities, the packs; hence, there is not just one leader in 

any gi\'en pack, but a dominant male and a dominant female for breeding purposes only 

(1996). In a typical hunting expedition, Afiican wild dogs take turns in playing the leadership 

role, which is dependent of the location of the prey at any given point in fime during the 

hunting expedition. If, for example, the prey turns east, the African wild dog closest to the 

prey will voluntarily take over the responsibility to lead the pack with respect to the charging 

of the prey. The same spontaneous response in behavior is delivered to the pack by the 

African wild dogs in position should the prey turn west, north, or south. Afiican w ild dogs 
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usually hunt in a queue format, which makes it possible for the African wild dog in front to 

easily drop to the back when tired and thereby let the next African wild dog in line take over 

the leading role maintaining the same particular line formation. Such a creative hunting 

sfrategy in the African wild dogs disfinguishes them from ever>- other predator in terms of 

success in the entire animal kingdom. 

Shared \Msion 

Shared vision is a very important factor for the attainment of group or organizational goals in 

any social entity or organization. A close examination of the available literatures on the 

behavioral tendencies of the predators considered in this research study revealed only the 

African wild dogs in the entire animal kingdom to exhibit the characteristics of a work group 

with a Shared Vision. 

The cheetahs hardly ha\e or maintain a group. The lions do live and hunt in groups (prides), 

but there is no trust amongst them. Lack of trust in prides can be attributed to nonexistence of 

fairness. More often than not, the lionesses do the hunfing, but they get to eat after the lions. 

In other words, they get the leftovers, which are usually not enough. In some cases when the 

catch is not large enough to go round; some lionesses may have to make do with nothing. 

Contrary to what obtains in the packs, even a nursing lioness does not get any special 

freatment with respect to eating tums. The cubs get to eat last. This unbecoming and selfish 

tendency in prides implies that prides do not attach any importance to having young, strong, 

and able pride members to lead fiiture hunting fiiture expeditions. Given the above situation. 

13 
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it is difficult to get the pride members to share a common vision. Some members may not 

want to participate in a collective effort oriented hunting expedition. Even when they do 

participate, they usually do not have the motivation to channel their best effort toward 

achieving the primary goal of the pride simply because they are not sure of being 

commensurately rewarded. The most logical choice of any pride member would be to hunt 

alone so as to be sure of having the e\'enmal bounty to itself 

Relative to lion prides, the Afiican wild dog packs organize their eating tums in the reverse 

order: eating tums amongst packs occur in a "bottom-top" order as opposed to the "top-

down" order amongst the prides. When a catch is made, the pups get to eat first. In most 

cases, a nursing African wild dog takes in the pups' ration of the catch to be later regurgitated 

for the pups (Washington and Hacker, 2002: 10). After the pups, the dominant African wild 

dogs get to take their turn. The subordinate Afiican wild dogs get to eat last. The habit of 

feeding the youngest African wild dogs first and the subordinate African wild dogs last can 

be seen as a strategy that guarantees food for the packs in the future. A well-fed and properly 

nourished bunch of baby African wild dogs today will eventually translate into a strong and 

able pack in the fiiture; and a group of underfed and hungry subordinate African wild dogs 

provides the motivation for another hunting expedition the next day. When they do go on a 

hunting expedition, all members of the pack do share the same vision. They conscienfiously 

work toward achieving the primary goal of the pack, which is to bring food home for every 

pack member. 

14 



Tenacity 

Tenacity is characterized by determination, patience, persistence, perseverance, etc. Unlike 

the lions and the cheetahs, the African wild dogs possess these fraits. They are patient and 

persistent in their hunting process, and they are patient enough to persevere and endeavor to 

overcome all obstacles that come between them and their bounty. When they embark on a 

hunting expedifion, they will relentlessly hunt their prey for hours or days, if necessary. 

Tenacity compensates for their deficiency in size and speed, relative to the lions and the 

cheetahs. Tenacity pays off a great deal in any goal-oriented social enfity, group or 

organization; and its presence in an animal work group can best be observed when a pack 

attempts hunting down a large prey. Instead of applying massive sfrength and force, like the 

lions normally would, or incredible speed, which the cheetahs are distinctively and 

characteristically knowTi for, African wild dogs would simply apply tenacity so as to 

systematically and effecfively w ear their prey down before charging it for the kill. 

Individual Skills 

Although The Afiican wild dogs are typically known to live in packs, they can also survive 

individually. Based on painstaking empirical observations, McNutt and Boggs concluded that 

African wild dogs do not join packs to survive, but rather for company in-between hunting 

expedidons (1996). In their effort to understand the African wild dogs, they empirically, 

observed a wild dog for eight months, which chose to live and hunt by itself alone. Although 

it made successful hunts, it was lonely. This observafion suggests that the Afiican wild dogs, 

among other success enhancing characteristics, do possess individual skills as well. 

15 



Human Work Groups 
Way back in the history of Homo sapiens, the realization of any particular product or service 

as an end goal required an individual to single handedly undergo all kinds of tasks involved 

in achieving that goal. The systematic formation of work groups did not receive any 

scholarly attention until Adam Smiths' book, Wealth of Nations, published in 1776, 

introduced to humankind the idea of specialization of labor. Although he did not directly 

suggest or emphasize the need to work in groups or teams, he postulated the principles of 

division of labor, which he promised would positively enhance performance if only the 

production process was split into specialized and ultimately combined parts to achieve 

synergy. He drove his point home citing an example of the pin makers: "when each 

performed a limited operation, they could produce 48,000 pins a day, whereas one 

unspecialized worker could produce no more than 20 pins per day" (Wren, 1994: 31). 

Since Adam Smith, management scholars and practifioners have tinkered with the idea of 

performance enhancement. Following the footsteps of Adam Smith in the quest to improve 

performance, Fredrick Taylor, bom in 1856, introduced Scientific Management, splitting the 

job ftmction of a foreman into two integral parts: Work Planning and Work Performance. He 

went fiirther to split each of the above listed work parts into four job fiinctions as presented 

in the table below (Wren, 1994: 113-114). 

16 



Table 1: Fredrick Taylor's Job Functions 
Work Plaiming 
1. Work Route Clerk. 
2. Instmction Card Clerk. 
3. Time and Cost Clerk. 
4. Shop Disciplinarian. 

Performance 
1. Gang Boss. 
2. Speed Boss. 
3. Repair Boss. 
4. Inspector. 

The embedded information in Adam Smith and Fredrick Taylor's approach to performance 

enhancement is that these specialized parts of work process must ultimately be combined to 

form a social entity (work group at the organizational level) to achie\'e the primary goal of 

performance enhancement. The modem day profit- and non-profit organizations form and 

use different types of work groups to deliver products and services to internal and external 

customers. Some of such work groups include cross-functional teams, project teams, self-

directed teams, task force teams, process improvement teams (Bohlander, Snell, and 

Sherman, 2001: 108). In the context of this report, the words "group" and "team" are 

considered to share the same meaning; hence, they are interchangeably used. 

17 



Being the thinkers that Homo sapiens are, we always want to improve on the status quo. 

Knowing that work groups can be formed, improved, and ultimately, used to enhance 

organizational performance, management scholars and practitioners alike have been working 

hard to identify the performance-enhancing characteristics embedded in work groups. Some 

of such characteristics identified in the resent years include: cohesiveness, group 

composition, leadership, motivation, group feedback, communication, work group autonomy, 

individual participation knowledge diversity, etc. Some of these characteristics are explicitly 

or implicitly embedded in the Afiican wild dog concept. 

The quest to identify performance-enhancing charactenstics embedded in work groups is a 

continuing straggle among management scholars and practitioners. This explains why 

Washington and Hacker want to determine if the performance-enhancing traits observed in 

the packs as work groups could also be identified in human work groups. The performance-

enhancing characteristics being considered in this research project are exclusively those 

found in the Afiican wild dogs, which made them the most successfiil predators in the animal 

kingdom—Shared leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills. The primary 

objective of this research project is to determine whether the above named performance 

enhancing characteristics as observed in animal work groups could enhance performance 

(success) in human work groups—with respect to achieving well defined goals—as was 

found in the case African wild dogs. 

18 



Shared Leadership 
Shared Leadership has long been identified as a success-determining factor in work teams. 

Some other names used to describe Shared Leadership are Co-Leadership, Peer Leadership, 

and Distributed Leadership. In his attempt to describe Distributed Leadership, Barry stated 

that "at its heart is the notion that leadership is a collection of roles and behaviors that can be 

split apart, shared, rotated, and used sequentially or concomitantly. This in tum means that at 

any one time multiple leaders can exist in a team, with each leader assuming a 

complementary leadership role" (1991, 34). 

On another occasion, Guzzo and Dickson used the phrase Autonomous Work Groups (self-

managing work teams) to descnbe work groups in which Share Leadership exists. They went 

further to define such groups as "teams or employees who typically perform highly related or 

interdependent jobs, who are identified and idenfifiable as a social unit in an organizafion, 

and who are given significant authority and responsibility for many aspects of their work" 

(1996: 324). 

Shared Leadership works best when the leaders concerned have different roles to play 

(Washington and Hacker, 2002. 13). The sample populafion used for this study consists of 

college seniors enrolled for a strategic management course, but with different majors such as 

Accounting, Finance, General Business, Management, Marketing, etc. The sample 

population is split into groups of three to five students to form work groups. Given the fact 

that each group member has different expertise, it is expected that group or team members 

would play different and perhaps unique roles in their groups by voluntarily assuming 
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leadership positions in their areas of expertise so as to ultimately enhance the chances of 

success of their group with respect to achieving the primary goal of their groups: make 

$665,000.00 or more at the end of the airline business simulation exercise. 

Shared Vision 

Vision is a statement about the fiittire, which contains a well-defined goal (David, 2001: 37). 

It provides the answer to the following question: what do we want to become? Even though 

the African wild dogs can neither speak nor write, they, as a work group, obviously do have 

and share a common \ision. They ultimately want to have food on their table; and this is in 

the fiiture, as they do not have the food yet. Cooperation among group members is natural 

when a common vision is shared amongst them. The African wild dogs display the presence 

of Shared Vision in their hunting expeditions by working collectively to achieve a common 

goal for the pack. On the other hand, our student work groups do have vision. They want to 

make profit at the end of the airline business simulation exercise. This desire is also in the 

future as they are yet to make the profit. 

Tenacity 

Another word for tenacity is persistence. Knowing fiilly well that they, as predators, are 

disadvantaged in the animal kingdom in terms of size, and speed, the African wild dogs rely 

very much on their ability to hunt their prey long enough to wane it of sfrength and energy 

before going in for the kill. Does this necessarily apply in human work groups? 
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As much as tenacious tendencies in the Afiican wild dogs distinguish them from other 

predators in the animal kingdom in terms of successful hunting expedidons or ultimately 

having food on their table, it is expected that it would not be any different in human work 

groups considering the fact that the performance-enhancing fraits do exist in both work group 

types. Tenacity, to a reasonable degree, is very likely to distinguish successfiil human work 

groups from the unsuccessful ones in the business world with regard to archiving their set 

goals such as the student work groups ir the sample population making $665,000.00 or more 

at the end of the airline business simulation exercise. 

In his work on change efforts, Leading Change: Why Transformation efforts Fail, Kotter 

identified eight reasons why—out of which three were attributed to the lack of tenacity— 

change efforts meet with failure (1995, 59 - 67). In general, it is the natural tendency of 

humans to abandon a project, a tool, or technique when it appears not to be working. In other 

words, some work groups lack tenacity as opposed to the African wild dogs that will go to 

great lengths to achieve their primary goal. 

Individual Skills 

A quiz is administered to the entire student sample population before they are allowed to 

work on the airline business simulation exercise so as to determine how much the students 

understand the task before them; how much they understand the procedure necessary for the 

execution of the task; and most importantly, to determine whether the students have the 

ability to execute the task individually. The logic here is that any group or team member who 
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could not execute the exercise on his or her own cannot offer much input to his or her work 

group with regard to achieving the primary objective, which is to make $665,000.00 or more 

at the end of the airline business simulafion exercise. 
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Hypotheses 

In their paper. New Directions in Team Effectiveness: Lessons from the Wild Dogs of Africa, 

Washington and Hacker postulated four proposifions hypothesizing that Shared Leadership, 

Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills enhance the effectiveness of work groups, 

with respect to their performance. Based on their convictions, which were more or less 

informed by empirical observations and literature reviews for the most part, Washington and 

Hacker went fiirther to offer four propositions each deriving from the idenfified distinct 

performance-enhancing Aftican wild dog fraits. 

In order to achieve the purpose of this research project, which is basically to invesfigate the 

truthfulness of their claims, which were offered in their paper in form of propositions, the 

four propositions were translated into four hypotheses. Each h>pothesis ultimately derives 

from success-enhancing Afiican wild dog characteristics. Shared Leadership, Sheared 

Vision, Tenacity, and Indi\idual Skills. All four hypotheses are investigated by the means of 

a questionnaire. As earlier stated, the students were subjected to a test before they started 

working on the airline business simulation exercise so as to determine how much they 

understand their task definifion and the procedure involved with regard to executing the task. 

All four hypotheses are listed below as follows. 
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Hypothesis 1 

Student work groups that have Shared Leadership will be more likely to make a profit 

of $665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise than Student work 

groups that do not have Shared Leadership. 

Hypothesis 2 

Student work groups that have Shared Vision will be more likely to make a profit of 

$665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise than Student work 

groups that do not have Shared Vision. 

Hypothesis 3 

Student work groups that have Tenacity will be more likely to make a profit of 

$665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise than Student work 

groups that do not have Tenacity. 

Hypothesis 4 

Student workgroups that have Individual Skills will be more likely to make a profit of 

$665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise than Student work 

groups that do not have Individual Skills. 
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Methodology 

This section of the report covers the research tools and techniques used in the research study. 

The elements described are as follows: the sample population, the unit of analysis, the work 

group, the group task, the questionnaire, the survey procedure, and the constmct measures. 

The Sample Population 
At the undergraduate level, the Jerry Rawls College of Business Administration of Texas 

Tech University offers two sfrategic management classes: the honors class (MGT 4380 HOI) 

and the regular class (MGT 4380). Sfrategic Management is a compulsory "must take" 

capstone course for every senior in the Jerry Rawls College of Business Administration. The 

course affords the students with the opportunity to put into practice all the skills, knowledge, 

and abilities (SK.\s) they have acquired in the last seven or more semesters they have spent 

as students of Texas Tech University pursuing a business-related degree. 

MGT 4380 HOI is a small class of about 25 to 30 students, while MGT 4380 class consists of 

400 to 500 students. MGT 4380 HOI and MGT 4380 are both one-semester courses and they 

are both taught by PhDs in management: Dr. Cathy Duran and Dr. Marvin Washington, 

respectively. Because of its size, the spring 2003 MGT 4380 class, which constitutes the 

sample population for this research project, is grouped in sections. Each section is taught in 

two parts: a lecture taught b>' the professor in charge. Dr. Washington, and a lab session 
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conducted by a Teaching Assistant (TA): John David, Naomi Boyd, Nifin Ganesh, Tom 

Holubik, Hadi Alhorr, and Jun Xia. Some of the TAs are responsible for two lab secfions. 

The spring 2003 MGT 4380 class is chosen to be the sample populafion for this research 

study fort two reasons: the SKAs and size. Course wise, MGT 4380 requires students to be 

knowledgeable in various areas of business management courses such as Finance, 

Accounting, Marketing, etc so as to be able to contribute meaningfully to their work groups. 

Besides the lectures, MGT 4380 also requires the students in groups of three to five (mostly 

four), to participate in a business oriented simulation exercise designed to fairly represent the 

airline industry. Size wise, the larger the sample population for a research study of this 

nature, the more it is considered to be representative of the actual population. 

The sample population is made up of 424 seniors who enrolled for the spring 2003 MGT 

4380 strategic management course, and 111 work groups with a range of three to five 

members were formed out it. Although a handful of the group members did not respond to 

the survey questionnaire in a manner that is quite meaningful for the research study, the data 

collected from the vast majority of the respondents was good enough to render the 

uncooperative responses insignificant. The student sample populafion will further in this 

report be referred to as the respondents. 

All the respondents voluntarily agreed to participate in this research project and they also 

freely gave their approval for the data provided by them to be use in analyzing the collecfive 
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results of the data collected from the entire sample population. The purpose of the survey 

questionnaire is to investigate the presence of the African wild dog characterisfics—Share 

Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills—in the student work groups. The 

data collected is further analyzed to determine how much they enhance the performance of 

the student work groups with regard to making 5665,000.00 or more at the end of the airline 

business simulation exercise. 

The Unit of Analysis 

The student work group is used as the unit of analysis in this research study. As earlier stated, 

the sample population made up of the regular sfrategic management class (MGT 4380) is 

grouped into sections resulting in ten subclass groups. Each subclass group is further split 

into work groups resulting in nine to twelve groups per subclass group. Each of these work 

groups consists of three to five students (mostly four). Although the survey questionnaire is 

administered at the individual level, the analysis of the data received from the respondents 

are analyzed at the work group level as the purpose of the research study is to examine 

performance at the work group level. 

The Work Group 

The purpose of this research sttidy is to investigate the effect of the Afiican wild dog tt-aits on 

human work groups as it concerns the performance or the success of the subject work group 

or team in achieving a well-defined goal—make a profit of $665,000.00 or more at the end of 

the airiine business simulafion exercise. The student work groups, which were derived from 
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the MGT 4380 class, are considered as the work groups in this research study. Instead of the 

lectures, interest and focus are mainly concentrated on the lab sections as performance 

(measured by the dollar amount realize by the work groups as profit at the end of the airline 

business simulation exercise) in the lab sections is measured at the work group level. 

Performance in the lectures is measured strictly at the individual level; hence, it has do direct 

significance for the research study. 

Although the lectures may indirectly help the students contribute meaningfully to the success 

of their individual work groups, the lectures are considered relatively irrelevant to the 

research study, as there are no work group formations in the lectures. A test is administered 

few weeks into the course to determine the individual level of understanding with regard to 

the task facing the work groups. Although scores are awarded at the individual level, 

aggregate scores are calculated at the work group level so as to have meaningful scores for 

the research study. 

The Group Task 

Every work group or team in the sample population is faced with the task of establishing and 

running a business venture in the airline industry: an airiine business simulation exercise. The 

simulation exercise is fully explained in the Fourth edifion book coauthored by Jerald R. 

Smith and Peggy A. Golden fitled Airline: A Strategic Management Simulation (Smith and 

Golden, 2002). It is important to understand at this juncture that the ultimate goal of the 

individual members of the work groups is to obtain the best possible grade in the course. 



MGT 4380. Therefore, this airline business simulation exercise is very significant to every 

member of the sample population in terms of ultimate goal of making a good grade in the 

MGT 4380 course: success in the airiine business simulation (direct results, sfrategic plans, 

group participation, etc) accounts for 45 percent of the individual student's final grade. As at 

the time the survey questionnaire is administered to the respondents, the work groups or 

teams are already formed, the test is already taken, and the work groups are already 

functional as units. It is therefore, expected that the group members already had some—if not 

enough—information about each other to respond meaningfully to the survey questionnaire. 

The Questionnaire 
Given the nature of the research study, the questionnaire is deemed the most effective 

technique to effectively collect data from the respondents. Special attention is paid to the 

formulation of the questionnaire, as it is believed to be one of the most crucial aspects of the 

research study: a good questionnaire would lead to uncontaminated data collection upon 

which more accurate and dependable conclusions could be drawn. 

Among many other scholarly papers, that of Washington and Hacker titled New Directions in 

Team Effectiveness: Lessons from the Wild Dogs of Africa, which constitutes the basic 

foundation for this research study, is read, reviewed, and studied with diligence before the 

questionnaire formulation process is embarked upon. All through the entire questionnaire 

formulation process. Dr. Marvin Washington (mentor to the student researcher) and Dr. 

Robert Giambafista (reviewer to the student researcher) are frequently consulted for their 
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invaluable comments and recommendations. The questionnaire formulation process 

comprises of two different phases that can best be described as the pre-test quesfionnaire 

phase and the post-test questionnaire phase. 

Pre-test Questionnaire Phase 
During the pre-test questionnaire phase, questions are formulated taking into consideration 

the four constructs proposed by Washington and Hacker in their paper. Each constmct is 

broken down into a series of questions to determine, at the micro level, the possible existence 

of the elements that could reasonably be considered to constitute the particular construct in 

question: five questions from the Shared Leadership constmct, eight questions from the 

Shared Vision construct, five questions from the Tenacity constmct, and four questions from 

the Individual Skills constmct. See below for the pre-test questions derived from each of the 

four constructs. 

All the quesfions from the four constmcts are put together to formulate a pre-test survey 

questionnaire with 22 questions. See Appendix 1 for Pre-test Survey Questionnaire. Each of 

the questions is placed on a Likert scale of one to seven. After formulating the quesfions, a 

pre-test survey is conducted so as to determine how well the questions (categorized by 

constmct) addressed the four constmcts relative to the responses from the pre-test sample 

populafion: Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills. It is also 

intended to reveal how well the average undergraduate business student would be able to 
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understand and respond to the actual survey questionnaire. The underlying goal here is to 

make the questions as perfect as possible before conducting the actual survey. 

Pre-test Survey Questions 

Weeks of consultations with the mentor and director of this research project. Dr. Washington, 

and carefiil study of all the available literature made available by him creates a clear path that 

makes it possible to formulate survey questions for each and every one of the constmcts 

investigated in this research study: Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and 

Individual Skills. In an attempt to contrive the questions that best address the subject 

constmcts, many questions are formulated and thrown out, thanks to the invaluable inputs 

from Dr. Washington and Dr. Giambatista. At the end of the process, 22 questions in all, as 

listed below, are approved under the assumption that they best describe the four constmcts 

under investigation in this research study: five questions are based on the Shared Leadership 

constmct; eight on the Shared Vision constmct; five on the Tenacity constmct; and three on 

the Individual Skills constmct. Finally, The 22 questions are scrambled to make up a pre-test 

survey quesfionnaire. The reason for the scrambling of the quesfions is that the students 

should not have any clue of what each quesfion is invesfigafing as such knowledge may 

influence their responses. 

See Appendix 1 for the complete version of the pre-test survey questionnaire, which is 

administered to the pre-test sample populafion. 
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Table 2: Pre-test Shared Leadership Survey Questions 

1. For my team to succeed, it is important that every 
member of my team exhibits some leadership initiatives. 
2 My team is made up of members with different skills 
and expertise, for example, different majors. 
3. Different team members volunteered leadership in their 
various areas of specialization. 
4. The leadership role is rotated in my team. 
5. Team members voluntarily picked up tasks they felt 
they could best execute given their skills, expertise, and 
abilities. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 ' i 
1 

1 ! 

/ 

! 
— 1 

Table 3: Pre-test Shared Vision Survey Questions 

1.1 believe my teammates do not want the team to be 
successfiil. 
2.1 believe my team will be ver>' successfiil. 
3. My team has a well thought out and clearly defined 
goal. 

1 ! 2 

i 

3 4 15^6 

i 

1 

4.1 consider my team's goal measurable. ' ! 

7 

t 
1 

! 1 
1 1 

1 

5.1 consider my team's goal achievable. i i 

6.1 feel ver>' enthusiastic and motivated about my team's 
primary objective. 
7. Communication and cooperafion among my team 
members are excellent. 
8.1 consider cooperation among my team members 
important. 

1 • , 1 i : 

1 1 1 i • 

1 1 

1 

! ! 

Table 4: Pre-test Tenacity Survey Questions 

1.1 am committed to the success of my team. 
2. The success of my team is ver\' important to me. 
3.1 am determined to see my team fail. 
4.1 will go great lengths to ensure that my team succeeds. 
5. If necessary, I will do more than my fair share of work 
to ensure the success of my team. 

112 13 4 I 5 
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Table 5: Pre-test Individual Skills Survey Questions 

1.1 have the skills necessary to contribute to this team. 
2.1 am confident in mv abilities. 
3. If necessary-, I could do this project myself 
4. The questions were relatively easy to read and 
understand. 

1 
1 1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Pre-test Survey 
All things being equal, a survey is usually administered on a tiny fraction of the sample 

populafion so as to see how it plays out. A pre-test survey helps determine if there would be 

any need to discard, rewrite, or rephrase any of the questions in the questionnaire. Thereafter, 

the revised version of the questionnaire is administered to the entire sample population. In 

this research study, the first draft of the questionnaire (pre-test questionnaire) is administered 

to two different classes: the honors strategic management class (MGT 4380 HOI) taught by 

Dr. Cathy Duran and the enfrepreneurship class (MGT 43"6) taught by Dr. Keith Brigham. 

Just as MGT 4380, MGT 4380 HOI and MGT 4376 are split into work groups, and the work 

groups do have well-defined tasks. Moreover, just as MGT 4380, the e MGT 4376 is also 

made up of seniors. The reason for not using a fracfion of the actual sample population for 

the pre-test is to reduce or entirely eliminate any possible bias in the sample population. 

Conducfing a pre-test survey on a fraction of the acttial sample populafion could possibly 

give the participating respondents a priori knowledge of what is being tested and eventually 

skew the result. 
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The combination of MGT 4380 HOI and MGT 4376 produced a pre-test sample population 

of 19 sttident work groups of four to five sttidents per work group: six groups from Dr. 

Duran's MGT 4380 HOI and 13 groups from Dr. Brigham's MGT 4376. It could have been 

possible to use a fraction of the actual sample population for the pre-test exercise and exclude 

them from the acmal survey exercise too. This option is discarded, as it would have reduced 

the actual sample population size. 

Pre-test Survey Results 

Using the statistical software, STATA, to analyze the data collected from the pre-test sample 

population, Chronbach's Alpha Test reveals that some of the survey questions are not in sync 

with each other with regard to the subject constmcts. In other words, some of the quesfions 

under the same constmct do not measure the same constmct. An alpha of 0.70 is generally 

believed to be acceptable (Numally and Berstein, 1994). Originally, Shared Leadership, as a 

constmct, produced an alpha of 0.6251; Shared Vision, produced an alpha of 0.8198; 

Tenacity produced an alpha of 0.5957; and Individual Skills produced an alpha of 0.5378. 

After eliminating some questions that were not in line with the research study, STATA 

retumed better alphas for each constmct: 0.6869 for Shared Leadership, 0.8239 for Shared 

Vision, 0.7343 for Tenacity, and 0.7423 for Individual Skills. The original pre-test survey 

quesfionnaire is made up of 22 questions. The elimination of nonconforming quesfions 

reduced the list of questions to 16. Two more questions are formulated to make a total of 18 

questions, which are used in the actual survey questionnaire. See the post-test questions 
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derived from each of the four consfiiicts below, and Appendix 2 for the actual survey 

questionnaire used for the actual survey. 

Post-test Questionnaire Phase 

A close sttidy and the analysis of the pre-test survey results, using the STATA statisfical 

software, reveals a few important indications that lead to the rephrasing of some pre-test 

questions, the elimination of some pre-test questions, and the formulation of a couple of new 

questions. Four questions are now derived from the Shared Leadership constmct, nine 

questions from the Shared Vision constmct, three questions from the Tenacity conshiict, and 

two questions from the Individual Skills constmct to formulate the actual survey 

questiormaire with 18 questions. See below for the post-test constmct questions. 

Two questions in the pre-test survey questionnaire are phrased in a reversed manner so as to 

easily detect the respondents that would respond to the questionnaire without actually reading 

the questions: quesfion three reads "I believe my teammates do not want the team to be 

successfiil" while question ten reads "I am determined to see my team fail." Analyzing the 

pre-test survey results reveals that there is not a single case of a respondent responding to the 

questions in the questionnaire without reading the questions. If anything, the reverse-phrased 

questions upset the respondents; this is indicated by the remarks made by some of the 

students on the secfion of the pre-test questionnaire exclusively designed for that purpose. 

Working on the assumption that the pre-test sample population—MGT 4380 HOI and MGT 

4376—is a fine representation of the entire seniors in the Jerry Rawls College of Business 
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Adminisfrafion, a decision is made to rephrase question three—"I believe my teammates 

want the team to be successful"—and eliminate question ten entirely. See Appendix 2 for the 

actual survey questionnaire. 

As earlier stated, the questionnaire formulation has two phases that could be described as the 

pre-test questionnaire phase and the post-test questionnaire phase. The pre-test questionnaire 

phase entails the formulation of the categorized pre-test constmct questions used to make up 

the pre-test survey quesfionnaire, which is eventually administered on the pre-test student 

sample population. On the other hand, the post-test quesfionnaire phase involves the 

formulation of the post-test constmct quesfions, which for the most part is derived from the 

pre-test quesfionnaire. The result of this process is the actual survey quesfionnaire, which is 

ultimately administered to the respondents. 

Post-test Survey Questions 

After analyzing the data collected from the pre-test sample population, using STATA 

statistical software, it becomes clear that some of the questions did not hang with the subject 

constmcts; hence, they are eliminated to initiate the formation of the actual survey 

questionnaire to be administered to the actual sample population. Six questions are dropped 

from the pre-test questionnaire—two from the Shared Vision constmct, one from the Shared 

leadership constmct, three from the Tenacity constmct, and one from the Individual Skills 

constmct. In addition to the elimination of some questions from the pre-test questionnaire. 
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one question is rephrased; and two new questions are formulated to finally contrive the acttial 

survey quesfionnaire. 

18 questions in all, as listed below, are approved under the assumption that they best describe 

the four constmcts under investigation in this research sfiidy: four questions are based on the 

Shared Leadership consttnct; nine on the Shared Vision constmct; three on the Tenacity 

constmct; and two on the Individual Skills consfinct. The 18 questions are scrambled to 

make up the actual survey questionnaire. The reason for the scrambling of the questions is 

that the students should not have any clue of what each question is investigating as such 

knowledge may influence their responses. See Appendix 2 for the complete version of the 

actual survey questionnaire, which is ultimately administered to the actual respondents, MGT 

4380. 

Table 6: Post-test Shared Leadership Survey Questions 
1 

1. My team is made up of members with different skills 
and expertise, for example, different majors. 
2. Different team members volunteered leadership in their 
various areas of specialization. 
3. The Leadership role is rotated in my team. 
4. Team members voluntarily picked up tasks they felt 
they could best execute given their skills, expertise, and 
abilities. 

1 2 3 4 

1 1 
i 1 

1 

1 

i 

1 

5 6 7 

1 

1 
! 

! 

• 

j 
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Table 7: Post-test Shared Vision Survey Questions 

1.1 believe my teammates want the team to be successful. 
2.1 believe my team will be very successfiil. 
3. My team has a well thought out and cleariy defined 
goal. 
4. Communication and cooperation among my team 
members are excellent. 
5.1 consider my team's goal measurable. 
6.1 consider cooperation among my team members 
important. 

1 ! 2 3 4 

I I 
n—r ! i 

J u 

7.1 feel very' enthusiastic and motivated about my team's 
primary- objective. 
8.1 enjoy being a part of my team. 
18. I think our airline company will be profitable. i I 

Table 8: Post-test Tenacity Survey Questions 

1.1 am committed to the success of my team. 
2. The success of my team is very important to me. 
3. If necessary, I will do more than my fair share of work 
to ensure the success of my team. 

1 j 2 3 

1 

4 H 6 
j 

__ 1 

i 

1 

i ! 
! i 

Table 9: Post-test Individual Skills Survey Questions 

1.1 have the skills necessary to contribute to this team. 
2.1 am confident in my abilifies. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Survey Procedure 

The survey is administered to all lab secfions by the various lab instmctors (Teaching 

Assistant) during their different lab periods. Although the questionnaire is self explanatory, 

the lab instmctors are instmcted to read the bulleted insttncfions to the entire lab group and 

go fiirther to explain the rest of the questionnaire if necessary. However, the TAs are 
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instmcted not to give the respondents any clues conceming the purpose of the research sttidy 

and what is being tested. 

The respondents are required to fill out a consent form before taking the survey. Although 

participation in the survey is considered to be voluntary, it is not enfirely voluntary. In order 

to persuade the student respondents to participate, they are somewhat coaxed a bit. The 

following self-explanatory statement below, which is included in the introductory part of the 

actual survey questionnaire, explains the level of coercion. See Appendix 2 for the fiill 

version of the surve\' questionnaire. 

"Participation in this survey is absolutely voluntary; hence, participation or 

nonparticipation will not adversely affect your final grade. However, five extra credit points 

will be awarded to students who choose to participate; and the students who choose not to 

participate will be given the chance to earn their extra five credit points by writing a six to 

eight page paper summarizing what they learned from the Airline simulation exercise. " 

Student Consent for Participation 

Though it is very unlikely that our data collection method could possibly be a cause for any 

injury, Texas Tech University considers it necessary to protect the institution and its 

employees from any unjusfified litigations. Adhering to the institutional procedures of the 

university, a Consent Form for Participation is prepared and attached to the questionnaire. 
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Every student respondent is required to sign the form to participate in the survey. See 

Appendix 3 for the consent form. 

Construct Measures 

All the constmcts—Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills—are 

subjected to the same measures as listed below. For example, the quesfions in both 

questionnaires—the pre-test survey questionnaire and the actual survey questionnaire—are 

subjected to Likert scale t\pe of one to seven; the Group Size is the total number of group 

members in the group; the eventual work group responses to questionnaire questions are 

aggregates derived from the work group members' responses. 
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Results Analyses 

Under this section, the data collected from the respondents were systematically analyzed and 

cohesively interpreted. 

Chronbach's Alpha Test 

Using the statistical software, STATA, the questions measuring the subject constmcts— 

Shared Leadership, Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills— appear to be in sync 

with each other. Shared Leadership retumed an alpha of 0.7425; Shared Vision retumed 

0.8700; Tenacity retumed 0.8097; and Individual Skills rettimed 0.7518. Realizing that 

question seven—"My team is made up of members with different skills and expertise, for 

example, different majors"—lowered the alpha for Shared Leadership, a decision is made to 

disregard it in the subsequent analyses. Without question seven, the Shared Leadership 

constmct retumed an alpha of 0.7779. Given that the generally accepted alpha is 0.7, the four 

alphas from the four constmcts simply mean that the questions, under their separate subject 

constmcts, used in the actual survey questionnaire that was administered to the actual 

respondents, effectively measures the same constmcts, which they are designed to measure. 

See table below. 
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Table 10: Chronbach 's Alpha 
Constmct 
Shared Leadership 
Shared Leadership without 
Question 7 
Shared Vision 
Tenacitv 
Individual Skills 

Questions 
9,13, 15, & 7 
9,13, 15 

3,8. 10, 11, 17, 16, & 17 
2, 5,& 14 
1 &2 

Alpha 
0.7425 
0.7779 

0.8700 
0.8097 
0.7518 

Variables 

In order to conduct the statistical analyses, using STATA, the four hypotheses derived from 

the original four propositions are transformed into variables: Shared Leadership is shortened 

into an independent variable, "sleadeno7'' (question seven in the actual questionnaire is not 

considered as it lowered the alpha); Shared Vision ttansforms into an independent variable 

"svision"; Tenacit>' ttansforms into an independent variable, "tenacity"; and Individual Skills 

becomes an independent variable, "skill", "madelotmoney" is derived as a dependent 

variable to represent $665,000.00 and above profit range. The choice to use the variable 

"madelotmoney" instead of using the actual profit amount $665,000.00 is to find out if the 

African wild dog characteristics relate to the most successfiil (high-performance) teams as 

opposed to all work teams. Some other variables are derived, but are left latent as far as the 

statistical analyses in this report are concemed as they are considered to fall outside the scope 

of this research sttidy: profit, pp, stockprice, high score, mademoney, and wilddog. A total of 

five variables (four independent and one dependent) are actively used to analyze the data 

collected from the respondents: sleadeno7, svision, tenacity, skill, and madelotmoney. 
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Madelotmoney is used as a dependent variable while sleadeno7, svision, tenacity, skill, are 

used as independent variables in the analyses. See table below for a summary of the 

independent variables and their respective propositions, hypotheses and models. 
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Table 11: Variable, Proposition, Hypothesis & Model 
Independent Variable 
1. Shared Leadership 
(sleadenoT) 

i 
j 

i 

2. Shared Vision 
(svision) 

1 

i 
1 
1 

3. Tenacity (tenacity) 

i 

4. Individual Skills 
(skill) 

Proposition 
1. Teams that have 
Shared Leadership 
will be more 
effecfive than teams 
that do not have 
Shared Leadership. 

2. Teams that have 
Shared Vision will be 
more effective than 
teams that do not 
have Shared Vision. 

3. Teams that have 
Tenacity will be 
more effective than 
teams that do not 
have Tenacity. 

4. Teams that have 
Individual Skills will 
be more effective 

Hypothesis 
1. Student work 
groups that have 
Shared Leadership 
will be more likely to 
make a profit of 
$665,000.00 or more 
in the airline business 
simulation exercise 
than Student work 
groups that do not 
have Shared 
Leadership. 

2. Student work 
groups that have 
Shared Vision will be 
more likely to make a 
profit of $665,000.00 
or more in the airline 
business simulation 
exercise than Student 
work groups that do 
not have Shared 
Vision. 

3. Student work 
groups that have 
Tenacity will be more 
likely to make a 
profit of $665,000.00 
or more in the airline 
business simulation 
exercise than Student 
work groups that do 
not have Tenacity. 

4. Student work 
groups that have 
Individual Skills will 

Model 
1. madelotmoney = 

sleadno7. 

! 

j 

1 

2. madelotmoney = svision. j 

1 

' 

i 

3. madelotmoney = tenacity. 

I 

j 

i 

4. madelotmoney = skill. 
1 
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1 

than teams that do 
not have Individual 
Skills. 

be more likely to 
make a profit of 
$665,000.00 or more 
in the airline business 
simulation exercise 
than Student work 
groups that do not 
have Individual 
Skills. : 

Correlations among Variables 

As can be seen in the table below, there are all kinds of significant correlations between the 

independent variables considered in the statistical analyses—significant correlafions, at P less 

than zero (P < 0.01), among the variables in the table are distinguished by asterisks, skill 

correlates with tenacity at 0.6384, sleadeno7 at 0.3200, and svision at 0.5497 respecfively; 

tenacity correlates with sleadeno7 at 0.4044. and svision at 0.6566 respectively; and finally, 

sleadeno7 correlates with svision at 0.6346. 
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Table 12: Correlation among Variables 

madelotmoney 
Individual 
SkiUs (skill) 
Tenacity 
(tenacity) 
Shared 
Leadership 
(sleadno7) 

madelotmoney 

1.0000 
0.2315 

0.1289 

-0.0243 

Shared Vision j 0.2237 
(svision) 

Individual 
Skills (skill) 

1.0000 

0.6384* 

0.3200* 

0.5497* 

Tenacity 
(tenacity) 

1.0000 

0.4044* 

0.6566* 

Shared 
Leadership 
(sleadno7) 

Shared 
Vision 
(svision) 

1 

1 
r - • • • ] 

1 

1.0000 1 

0.6346* I 1.0000 

Models 

In an attempt to analyze the data collected from the respondents and ultimately interpret the 

analyses, four different models are considered as listed below. Each model derives from each 

independent variable and the corresponding proposition, hypothesis. See table above under 

the subsection. Variables. 
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Model 1 

madelotmoney = sleadno'/ 

Model 2 

madelotmoney = svision 

Model 3 

madelotmoney = tenacity 

Model 4 

madelotmoney = skill 

Model 5 
madelotmoney = svision + skill + tenacity' 

Originally, the four propositions were derived from the distinct African wild dog fraits, 

which were transformed into four hypotheses. Now, the four hypotheses are franslated into 

the first four models as stated above. The first four (single-variable) models show how 

significant each variable is independent of the other variables. The fifth model is derived by 

plugging the three significant variables (out of a total of four variables) into a multivariable 

model for the sole purpose of determining if the significant variables will still remain 

significant in a multivariable model as they are in single models. The fifth model indicates 

that two of the variables (svision and skill) are still significant in a multivariable model. See 

table 13. 
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To test for the significance of the relationship between the four African wild dogs traits and 

team likelihood of success, maximum likelihood logistic regression is used—one of the 

statistical tools used by the statistical software, STATA. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is 

inappropriate when the dependent variable is categorical, because OLS assumes a linear 

addifive model with normally disfributed error terms, while the tme probability model is 

nonlinear w ith binomially distributed errors The logit ftinction has the following form stated 

below. 

Log[Pi(l-Pi)] = bkXjk 

Pi is the probability of success; Xjk's are the four Afiican wild dog traits; bk's are the 

estimated coefficients; and Pi is defined as follows below. 

Exp (bk Xjk)/[1 + exp (bkXjk)]) 

Pi increases monotonically with bkXjk and can assume any value between zero and one. 

The results received from STATA are summarized in the following table below. 
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Table 13: Impact of the African Wild Dog Traits on Team Success 
Independent 
Variable 
Shared 
Leadership 
(sleadno7) 
Shared Vision 
(svision) 
Tenacity 
(tenacity) 
Individual 
Skills (skill) 
Constant 

1 

Log 
Likelihood 
Model 
Log likelihood 
Base Model 
Chi-Square 
Degrees of 
Freedom 

Model 1 

1 

I 

1.89** 
0.82 
-13.30* 1 

Model 2 

1 

1.09* 
0.65 

i 
-8.33 i 

5.26 ; 1 ! 4.28 \ 
-49.65 

-52.94 

6.584** 
1 

-51.96 

-52.94 

1.956 n.s 
1 

Model 3 

1 
1 

\ 44*** 

0.36 

-10.00*** 
2.20 

-50.07 

-52.94 

5.746* 
1 

Model 4 

-0.10 
0.38 

: 

1 
1 

-0.76 i 
2.12 

-52.91 

-52.94 

0.06 n.s 
1 

Model 5 

1 
1 

1.16* 1 
0.64 
-0.74 1 
0.74 

1 1.57* 
! 0.97 

1 
I 
1 

-48.57 

-52.94 

8.74^* 
3 

Hypothesized variables one-tailed 
* = p < 0.05 
** = p<0.01 
*** - p < 0.001. 
n = 111 groups 
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STATA Analyses Interpretation 
The key to interpreting the statistical analyses as generated by STATA, consist of the 

confidence interval (Z) and the P-value. The confidence interval is the range within which 

the sought-after population tme value is expected to fall. In the stafistical process of 

calculafing the fine value, Z is used to determine the confidence level: One standard 

deviation (Z = 1) offers 68 percent chance that the sought-after value is within the expected 

range: 2 standard deviations (Z = 2) produces 95 percent chance; and 2.58 standard 

deviafions (Z = 2.58) yields 99 percent chance (http://wwvv.pitt.edu/~ichem/stats.html). 

Conventionally, 95 percent confidence interval is generally accepted. 

The letter, "P", stands for probability; and it can be defined as the probability of getting an 

extreme value outside the expected range of values (usually 95 percent confidence interval), 

given an original assumption of "no effect" in the population—"No effect" in this context 

can be interpreted as "no significant change". In this research study, the population is 

represented by four different subject models—madelotmoney = sleadno7; madelotmoney = 

svision; madelotmoney = tenacity; and madelotmoney = skill. When the P-value is less than 

five percent (0.05), the correlation between the independent variable and the dependent 

variable is considered to be statistically significant. On the contrary, when the P-value is 

greater than five percent (0.05), the correlation between the independent variable and the 

dependent variable is considered to be statistically insignificant 

(http://ww\v.sportsci.org/resource/stats/pvalues.htmn. 
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The analyses in this research study are based on direcfional hypotheses, which generally 

revolve around a two-tailed test and a one-tailed test. When a two-tailed test is conducted, a 

P-value of five percent (0.05) cutoff is convenfionally acceptable; and when a one-tailed test 

is conducted, ten percent (0.1) cutoff is acceptable. Given the fact that the hypotheses 

considered in this research study are direcfional, all analyses w ill be based on a one-tailed 

test. 

Model 1 

madelotmoney = sleadno ~ 

Relafive to the 0.1 acceptable one-tailed test cutoff threshold, a P-value of (0.802/2) 0.4010 is 

way too high. This simply means that the expected value falls within the expected range of 

95 percent confidence inter\-al; hence the "no effect" assumption holds for the model. The 

result is not statistically significant; and the independent variable, sleadno7. is not capable of 

effecting any significant change on the dependent vanable, madelotmoney. The model does 

not support hypothesis 1. 
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Model 2 

madelotmoney = svision 

The "no effect" assumption does not hold for this model, because the P-value, 0.0000, is v\ ay 

below the acceptable 0.1 cutoff mark. The sought-after values fall outside the expected 

confidence level; hence, there is an effect on the model with regard to change. The result is, 

therefore, statistically significant. Simply put, the model is a good fit. The independent 

variable, svision, has a very sttong ability to change the dependent variable, madelotmoney. 

This model sttongly supports hypothesis 2; and it means that the student work groups that 

have the African wild dog performance-enhancing characteristic, Shared Vision, are very 

likeh' to make a profit of $665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise. 

Model 3 

madelotmoney = tenacity 

Considering a one-tailed test, a P-value of (0.096/2) 0.0480 is below the convenfionally 

acceptable cutoff threshold of 0.1. Therefore, a conclusion is drawn that the value is 

statistically significant. This means the "no effect" assumpfion does not hold for the model, 

madelotmoney = tenacity. The independent variable, tenacity, is capable of effecting a 

somewhat significant change on the dependent variable, madelotmoney. The model supports 

hypothesis 3; and it means that the student work groups that have the African wild dog 

performance-enhancing characteristic, Tenacit>', are verv' likely to make a profit of 

$665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation exercise. 
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Model 4 

madelotmoney = skill 

The P-value here (0.021/2) 0.0105 is very much below the 0.10 cut off mark: hence, the 

conclusion that the result is statistically significant. This means that the "no effect" 

assumption does not hold for the model madelotmoney = skill: there is an effect. The sought 

after value falls outside the range that would allow the "no effect" assumption to hold. In 

other words, the independent variable, skill, can effect a significant change on the dependent 

variable, madelotmoney. It supports hypothesis 4; and it means that the student work groups 

that have the Afiican wild dog performance-enhancing characteristic. Individual Skills, are 

ver\' likely to make a profit of $665,000.00 or more in the airline business simulation 

exercise. 

Table 14: STATA Analyses Interpretation summary 

Model 

1. mademoney = sleadno7. 
2. mademonev = svision. 
3. mademoney = tenacity. 
4. mademoney = skill. 

P-value 

0.4010 
0.000 
0.0480 
0.0105 

Within 
Expected 
Range 
Yes 
No 
No J 
No 

"No Effect" 
Assumption 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 

Significant 
Result 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Support 
Hypothesis 

No 
yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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Major Findings 

1. The models, madelotmoney = skill, madelotmoney = tenacity, and madelotmoney = 

svision, support the respective hypotheses behind them; and thereby prove their 

respective proposifions, as suggested by Washington and Hacker, to be correct. 

2. Considered under separate models (single variable models), the independent 

variables, svision, skill, and tenacity, statistically, have significant effect on the 

dependent variable, madelotmoney, in the order they are listed. See table above. 

3. The independent variable, svision, sttongly supports its model and the hypothesis 

behind it. 

4. The independent variable, skill, supports its model and the hypothesis behind it. 

5. The independent variable, tenacity, supports the model and the hypothesis behind 

them. 

6. Although the independent variable, sleadno7, has a high alpha, it, statistically, has no 

significant effect on the dependent variable, madelotmoney; hence, it does not 

support the hypothesis behind it. 

7. All in all, the findings explicitly implies that student work groups that have the 

African wild dog performance-enhancing characteristics—Shared Vision, Tenacity, 

and Individual Skills, stand a very good chance of making a profit of $665,000.00 or 

more in the airline business simulation exercise. 
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Discussion 

Limitations, conclusions, and recommendations were address in this section. 

Concerns: Same Source Bias 
It was a concem that some respondents may not carefiilly and or objectively respond to the 

questionnaire; hence questions to identify such respondents during data analysis were 

included in the quesfionnaire: questions three and ten of the pre-test questionnaire were 

phrased in a reversed manner. Question three reads as follows: "I believe my teammates dg_ 

not want the team to be successfiil" instead of "I believe my teammates want the team to be 

successful"; while question ten reads as follows: "I am determined to see my team/a/f' 

instead of "I am determined to see my team succeed." However, it was realized that such 

questions were not necessary after conducting the pre-test survey. Question three was 

rephrased to read as it originally should, and question ten was dropped from the actual 

questionnaire, which was administered to the actual respondents. 

The same source bias concern was fiirther taken care of by the fact that the respondents were 

not directly responsible for measuring the dependent variable, (madelotmoney), which is 

used to represent the success level of the high-performance teams in the sample population. 

The high-performance group is made of 22.22 percent of the entire sample population. It is 

likely that a team without the four Afiican wild dogs characterisfics might make some profit 
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at the end of the airiine business simulation exercise—for example, a team member may be 

such a genius that he or she would do the assignment all by himself or herself—but it is very 

unlikely for many of such teams to be in the sample population; and moreover it is very 

unlikely that such a team would belong to the high-performance group of the sample 

population. 

Practicality of the African Wild Dogs Concept 
Can a pack of Afiican wild dogs really be compared to a human work group? Without 

defining the premise of comparison, the most likely answer to this question would be 

negative. Hence, Washington and Hacker made a concerted effort to provide the bases on 

which such comparison could be made; and thereby make it possible for anybody to attempt 

answering the above question. They established in their paper that a pack of African wild 

dogs could legitimately be considered as a work group or a team (2002, 5). 

A work group is made up of "individuals who see themselves and who are seen by others as a 

social entity, who are interdependent because of the tasks they perform as members of a 

group, who are embedded in one or more larger social systems (e.g. community, 

organization), and who perform tasks that affects others (such as customers or coworkers)" 

(Guzzo and Dickson, 1996: 308 - 309). 
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A team on the other hand is "a collection of individuals who are interdependent in their tasks, 

who share responsibility for outcomes, who see themselves and who are seen by others as a 

social entity embedded in one or more large social systems, and who manage their 

relationships across organizafional boundaries" (Cohen and Bailey, 1997: 241). Even though 

a pack of African wild dogs cannot pass for Homo sapiens, it cleariy meets the definifion of a 

work group or a work team: Just as human work groups or work teams at work in a company, 

a govemment or private instittifion, a nonprofit organization or any other type of 

organizations, packs of African wild dogs are interdependent social entities that share 

responsibilities when they go on hunting expeditions. 

Can the effectiveness of a pack of African wild dogs, with respect to hunting down preys for 

food, be compared to the effectiveness of a human work team with respect to achieving 

organizational goals and objecfives? Washington and Hacker, once again, tried to provide the 

bases for answering the quesfion in their paper (2002, 6). Effectiveness can be defined as 

follows:" (a) group-produced outputs (quality or quantity, speed, customer satisfaction, and 

so on), (b) the consequences a group has for its members, or (c) the enhancement of a team's 

capability to perform effectively in the future (Guzzo and Dickson, 1996: 309)" The African 

wild dogs are the most successful predator in the animal kingdom and their success stem 

from efficiency and effectiveness as they evidently have group outputs; there are 

consequences every wild dog has to face for being a member of a pack; and the ability of the 

wild dogs to perform in the fiiture hunting expeditions gets better as they participate in each 

hunting expedition. 
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However, it should be noted that the African wild dogs may have the ability and skills to hunt 

down their prey and keep it for food just as humans are able and good at eaming a living 

being good at their jobs by achieving organizational goals, aims, and objectives, both species 

can not be objectively be compared to each other. The African wild dogs have nothing but 

one mission in life. They do nothing else other than charge and hunt down their prey for food 

as opposed to humans who are saddled with multiple and complex ways of life that best can 

de described in one word, mulfitasking. Inasmuch as this research project is concemed, the 

African wild dog concept is used as a mere metaphor to encourage viewing and or 

investigafing human work teams in a way and manner that has no precedent. 

Effect of African Wild Dog Concept on Human Work Groups 

First, the findings from the study reveal that the African wild dog concept could possibly be 

ttansferred to humans. Second, the findings suggest that if well coordinated in human work 

groups as it is in the packs, the presence of the three African wild dog characteristics— 

Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skill— in human work groups could possibly 

produce the same results in humans as in the African wild dogs. In other words, the African 

wild dog traits could possibly induce success among human work groups. Third, the findings 

suggest that among other Afiican wild dog traits. Shared Vision is very important in 

determining the success rate of the human work groups that possess the Afiican wild dogs 

characterisfics. In other words. Shared Leadership is a strong driver for as far as team 

effectiveness in human work groups is concemed. Although the African w ild dog 
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charactensfics. Tenacity and Individual skills make somewhat weak confributions to the 

success of human work groups, relative to Shared Vision, their input could be very 

significant when properiy combined with Shared Vision. 

Conclusions Based on Findings 

Even though animals are by no means comparable to Homo sapiens in terms possessing the 

ability to systematically organize and manage their social entities, this research sttidy has 

proven that the African wild dog concept could tmly be fransferred to humans. The study was 

based on the implicit claim by Washington and Hacker in their paper that the Afiican wild 

dog concept could be obtainable in humans; and the claim was based on the argument that 

the African wild dogs consciously or unconsciously organize themselves into social entities 

known as packs at work place (the jungle) to execute a task (catch a prey) and uhimately 

achieve a clearly defined goal (provide food for pack members). This process, which is 

inherent in the African wild dogs, is quit similar to what obtains in humans at work place 

(companies) when they organize themselves into social entities (work groups) and manage 

the work groups to execute tasks in view of achieving group or departmental objecfives and 

ultimately actualize well-defined organizational goals. 
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The findings, strongly suggest that the sttident work groups that have Shared Vision, 

Tenacity, and Individual Skills are more likely to make a profit of $665,000.00 or more in the 

airline business simulation exercise than the sttident work groups that do not have Shared 

Vision, Individual Skills, and Tenacity. This simply means that the African wild dog 

performance-enhancing characteristics. Shared Vision, Tenacity, and Individual Skills are 

very likely to enhance performance or rather orchestrate success in human work groups. This 

IS a wonderful discovery in the sense that companies and work group-oriented instittitions 

can now take advantage of the newiy discovered knowledge and coordinate the above 

mentioned Afiican wild dog characteristics—which already exist in human work groups, but 

perhaps not properiy coordinated—in such a way that performance can be optimized. 

According to our findings, Shared Vision is a major driver with regard to successful work 

groups; Individual Skills and Tenacity contribute toward achieving success in work groups— 

they are listed in the order of their importance. 

Future Directions 

College business seniors enrolled in a capstone course. Strategic Management (MGT 4380) 

was used as a sample population for this research study. The entire student sample population 

was randomly split into sections to form class groups and subgroups to form w ork groups. 

The student work groups barely knew each other before enrolling for the course. The groups 

randomly formed on a very short notice and they disbanded at the end of the four-month long 

semester. The survey questionnaire was administered to the student work groups on 
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individual bases but responses were aggregated to arrive at work group results. The work 

groups already ftinctioned as a unit before the survey was conducted. 

A fiiture research in a more practical setting where work groups tend to nattirally exist would 

go a long way in providing further support for the findings revealed by this research project. 

Hence, it is recommended that a future research study be conducted using a different sample 

population that could be considered to be more representative of human work groups in 

general. In other worlds, a fiiture research with a field sample population as opposed to a 

laboratory sample population is recommended. Employees in a large group-oriented 

organization—institutions, industries, corporations, partnerships, committees, juries, etc— 

will suit the field sample population being recommended above. 
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Appendix 

Pre-test Survey Questionnaire 
On a scale of 1 - 7 as defined below, please read carefully and answer the following 
questions as honestly as you possibly could. 
1 = Disagree completely 
2 = Disagree 
3 = Disagree somewhat 
4 = Neuttal 
5 = Agree somewhat 
6 = Agree 
7 = Agree completely 

Group # 
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Pre-test Survey Questionnaire Continued 

I have the skills necessary to contribute to this team. 
2.1 am committed to the success of mv team. 
3.1 believe my teammates do not want the team to be successfiil. 
4 For my team to succeed, it is important that every member of my team 
exhibits some leadership inifiafives. 
5.1 am confident in my abilities. 

1 2 3 4 :5 6 7 

6. The success of my team is ver>̂  importance to me. 
I believe my team will be very successful 

8. My team is made up of members with different skills and expertise, for 
example, different majors. 
9. If necessary, 1 could do this project myself. 
10.1 am determined to see my team fail 
11. My team has a well thought out and clearly defined goal. 
12. Different team members volunteered leadership in their various areas of 
specialization. 
13. Communication and cooperation among my team members are 
excellent. 
14.1 will go great lengths to ensure that my team succeeds. 
15.1 consider my team's goal measurable. 
16.1 consider cooperation among my team members important. 
17. The leadership role is rotated in my team 
18. If necessary. I will do more than my fair share of work to ensure the 
success of my team. 
19.1 consider my team's goal achievable. 
20. Team members voluntarily picked up tasks they felt they could best 
execute given their skills, expertise, and abilities. 
21.1 feel very enthusiastic and motivated about my team's primary 
objecfive. 
22. The questions were relafively easy to read and understand. 

If any, please list below the question(s) (just the serial number) you found difficult to 
understand 
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Actual Survey Questionnaire 
Introduction 

• Participation in this survey is absolutely voluntary; hence, participation or 
nonparticipation will not adversely affect your final grade. However, five extra credit 
points will be awarded to students who choose to participate; and the students who 
choose not to participate will be given the chance to earn their extra five credit points 
by writing a six to eight page paper summarizing w hat they learned from the Airline 
simulation exercise. 

• Towards the end of the course, a summary of findings will be made available to 
students in class. 

• It is estimated that participation will take a maximum of 30 minutes. 

Name:_ 
Lab Instmctor: 
Lab Time: 
Lab Day: 
Team/Group Name/Number: 

On a scale of 1 - 7 as defined below, please read carefully and answer the following 
questions as honestly as you possibly could. 

1 = Disagree completely 
2 = Disagree 
3 = Disagree somewhat 
4 = Neutral 
5 = Agree somewhat 
6 = Agree 
7 = Agree completely 
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Actual Survey Questionnaire Continued 

1.1 have the skills necessary to conttibute to this team. 
2.1 am committed to the success of my team. 
3.1 believe my teammates want the team to be successful. 
4.1 am confident in my abilities. 

1 2 
i 

3 4 5 6 7 

I ! 
i 1 ! 

5. The success of my team is very important tome. ! ! > ! 
6.1 believe my team will be very successful. 
7. My team is made up of members with different skills 
and expertise, for example, different majors. 
8. My team has a well thought out and clearly defined 
goal. 
9. Different team members volunteered leadership in their 
various areas of specialization. 
10. Communication and cooperation among my team 
members are excellent. 
11.1 consider my team's goal measurable. 
12.1 consider cooperation among my team members 
important. 
13. The leadership role is rotated in my team. 
14. If necessary. I will do more than my fair share of 
work to ensure the success of my team. 
15. Team members voluntarily picked up tasks they felt 
they could best execute given their skills, expertise, and 
abilities. 
16.1 feel very enthusiastic and motivated about my 
team's primary obiective. 
17.1 enjoy being a part of my team. 
18.1 think our airline company will be profitable. 
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Consent Form for Participation 
I hereby declare that I voluntarilv agreed to participate in this research project by responding 
to the questionnaire: The Wild-Dog Theory of Teamwork. 

I understand that my participation will help Mr. John Chuka complete his research project to 
earn his senior thesis credit hours as a member of the Honors College at Texas Tech 
University w ho wants to graduate with the "Highest Honors" designation. 

I understand that Mr. Chuka who can be reached by phone at (806) 535-4104 and by email at 
lohnchukafg'hotm.ail.com is conducting this research under the mentorship of Dr. Marvin 
Washington who can be reached by phone at (806) 742-2308 and by email at 
mwashmgton'a^ba.ttu.edu. 

I have been informed and I do understand that participation in this sttidy, which will last a 
maximum of 30 minutes, will fetch me five extra credit points in the Airiine Simulation 
exercise. I also understand that I may choose not to participate and still have the chance to 
earn the same five credit points by writing a six to eight page paper summarizing what I 
learned from the Airline Simulation exercise. 

I understand that my participation in this study will not in any way expose me to any risk; no 
sensitive personal informafion will be requested of me; my response to the questions will not 
adversely affect my final grade; and only Mr. Chuka will have access to the data collected for 
this study, by name. All personal data associated with this study will remain strictl> 
confidential. 

I understand that—though it is very unlikely—if my panicipation in this study causes me any 
injury, treatment is neither necessarily available at Texas Tech University or the Student 
Health Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance carried by the University or its 
personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial compensation for any such injury 
must be provided through my own insurance program. I understand that I am not entitled to 
any therapeutic treatment from participation in this study. 

Name of Student 

Signature of Student 

Date 
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